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We have previously demonstrated the structural analogy of
the crown ethers1 2to a new class of metal clusters called
metallacrowns.2-8 Both molecular classes contain core structures
with 9-, 12-, or 15-membered rings that include 3,4, or 5 formally
neutral oxygen donors to which metal ions can be coordinated.
The previous metallacrowns, whether vacant,2-4 with homometallic
captured metals,3 mixed valent,3·6·7 or heterometallic,3·8 were
composed of a single metallacrown ring. Herein we demonstrate
by presenting the X-ray structure9 of Na [(Na(DMF)3)2{[Nao.s[Ga(SHI)]4]2(µ2- )4}], (1, {Na2[Na{(12-MCGa3+N(SHi)-4)2(OH)4}]}-) that metallacrowns can be fused together through
bridging hydroxides to form bicyclic metallacrowns. Rigorously,
this nanosize compound most closely resembles confacially linked
crown ethers; however, conceptually the metallacrown can be
likened to cryptates1 by having a cavity that binds sodium.
Another class of inorganic analogues of cryptates, based on a
polyoxometalate framework, shows selectivity for lanthanides.10
The reaction of H3SHI3:Ga(N03)3:sodium trichloroacetate
(NaTCA) (1:1:3) in DMF leads to isolation of 1. An ORTEP
diagram of 1 is shown as Figure 1. The 12-MCGa3+N(SHI)-4 core
of 1 is similar to that of the previously characterized iron and
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---1.07nm-ORTEP diagram of Na2{[Nao.s[Ga(SHI))4]2(P2-OH)4}- (1).
Gag and Gan· are gallium atoms from different 12-MC-4 rings, and Oh
is a hydroxide bridging between gallium atoms. Selected averaged
Figure 1.

separations (A) and angles (deg): GaR-GaR = 4.64; GaR-GaR' = 3.54;
GaR-NaGp = 3.73; GaR-Nac = 3.60; Gsr-Oh 3 1.91; GaR- = 1.90;
GaR-Oc = 1.95; GaR-Op = 1.87; GaR-N = 1.99; NaCP-Ox = 2.43; Nac=
2.52; Nac-Os = 2.39; Nacp-Ooop 3 1.66; Nac-Ooop 3 1.68; CS(MC) = 0.56; CS(MCp) = 1.07; BD = 2.62; N-GaR-Ox = 83; GaR-

-

=
116. Abbreviations used: GaR = ring(l)
ring(2) gallium; Nacp = encapsulated sodium; Nac =
=
hydroximate oxygen;
capping sodium; Oh 3 bridging hydroxide;
Oc = hydroximate carbonyl oxygen; Op = phenolate oxygen; Os 3 solvent
=

oxygen; Nacp-Ooop 3 out-of-plane distance for encapsulated metal based
on best least-squares plane for
atoms; Nac-Ooop = out-of-plane
distance for capping metal based on best least-squares plane for the
atoms; CS(MC) = cavity radius of 12-MC-4 ring; CS(MCp) = cavity
radius of metallacryptate; BD = bite distance.
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manganese 12-MC-4 complexes,3 with the Ga(III) internal ring
separations of «=4.6 Á and a cavity radius of 0.56 Á. The obvious
differences include the square-pyramidal coordination of the Ga(III) ions and the bridging of metal ions from the two metallacrown
rings across apical positions by hydroxide oxygen atoms (average
Ga-OH = 1.91 Á). The separation of the Ga(III) across the
hydroxide bridge is 3.54 Á. Three Na(I) ions are bound to the
cluster, and a fourth is bound to solvent in the lattice. Two capping
Na(I) are seven-coordinate by virtue of coordination by four
metallacrown ring oxygens (average Nac- = 2.52 A) and
three DMF oxygen atoms (average Nac-Os = 2.39 A). This is
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the first example of binding a metal to a metallacrown ring
structure without a bridging anion such as acetate, sulfate, or
chloride assisting metal sequestration. The third Na(I) is found
in the cavity formed by the [(12-MCGa3+N(SHI)-4)2(OH)4]4- unit.
It is eight-coordinate with a square-prismatic polyhedron. This
encapsulated sodium ion is displaced 1.66 Á above and below the
best least-squares plane of oxygen atoms (average Nacp- =
2.43 Á), while the other captured sodium ions are displaced from
the ring by 1.68 Á. The cavity radius of the metallacryptate is
1.07 A, which is ideal for sequestering Na (I) with a 1.18 Aradius.11
For comparison, the 2.2.2 cryptand (log Xn» = 3.9) has a cavity
radius12 of 1.16 A. The dimensions of the metallacryptate (based
on phenyl ring carbons) are 1.07 nm X1.07 nm X 0.87 nm (Figure
1), making this complex a true nanoparticle.

The solution speciation of the metallacryptate 1 was investigated
by ESI-MS13 and Ga-EXAFS.14 The ESI-MS of 1 in CH3CN
has a molecular ion at 1895 m/z (base peak), with the only other
significant peak, >10% of base, corresponding to Na[Na{12-MCGa»N(SHi)-4}2(OH)4]2". The EXAFS spectra of 1 as a
solid and in DMF or MeOH solutions (Figure 2a) give virtually
identical data and are in agreement with the crystal structure.
This includes the inter-ring GaR-GaR' separation of 3.54 A (peak
at =3.1 Ain Figure 2a) that shows that the metallacrowns remain
fused in solution. Addition of 4 equiv of acid to 1 in DMF (Figure
2b) disrupts the complex. This combination of Ga-EXAFS
spectra and ESI-MS demonstrates convincingly that the complex
not only has retained its general integrity in neutral solutions but
also maintains an identical structure. These observations are
consistent with the apparent stability3·5·6·8 of other metallacrowns
in DMF or acetonitrile. Thus, we conclude that the metallacryptate 1 retains its structure in neutral solutions.
Future studies with 1 and other metallacrowns are focused on
further evaluating the pH dependence of the structural integrity
of these materials in solution and determining the monovalent
cation affinity of the complexes to test a functional analogy to
the crown ethers. We also anticipate that the isostructural Fe(III) complex of 1 can be prepared, leading to paramagnetic
particles of volume « 1 nm3.

Figure 2. Fourier transforms of the k3 weighted EXAFS over the range
k = 2.0-12.5 of Na2{[Nao.5[Ga(SHI)]4]2(w-OH)4}- (1). (a) Solid at 40
K; in DMF at 40 K; in MeOH at 10 K. The greater intensity of the
GaR-GaR' peak at R + a = 3.1 A for the MeOH data is due to reduced
thermal vibrations at lower temperature, (b) in DMF with 4 equiv of
HC1 added.

(11) For eight-coordinate sodium from: Shannon, R. D. Acta Crystallogr.
1976, A32, 751.
(12) The cavity size of the 2.2.2 cryptand was calculated on the basis of
the coordinates for the X-ray structure of Ca(2.2.2) cryptate (Metz, P. B.;
Moras, D.; Weiss, R. Acta Crystallogr. 1973, B29,1377) using 1.36 A as the
radius for the oxygen atoms.
(13) The Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrum (ESI-MS) was collected
on a Ves tec quadrupole mass spectrometer with a repeller voltage of 20 V.
(14) The solid sample was prepared as a finely ground powder in BN
supported on Kapton tape. A portion of the solid was dissolved in DMF, with
and without 4 equiv of HC1 or MeOH (10 mM in 1), loaded into a Lucite
cuvette with Kapton windows, and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-ray
absorption spectra were measured at the National Synchrotron Light Source
beamline X9Á using a Si[lll] crystal monochromator with a post monochromator mirror for harmonic rejection; and at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory beamline VII-3 employing a 50% detuned Si [220] double
crystal monochromator. Data for the solid and DMF solution were measured
in transmission mode, with the sample held at ca. 40 K using a Displex cryostat.
The methanol and HC1 samples were held at 10 K in an Oxford cryostat and
measured by fluorescence.
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